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There is a 21 percent predicted growth rate for ultrasound 

procedures through 20241 and a 12.2 percent predicted 

growth rate of breast imaging equipment through 2020. 

Various contributing factors are cited for this influx of breast 

imaging technologies, including population growth of seniors, 

government programs encouraging awareness and early 

breast cancer detection. There are demands for new imaging 

techniques that promote practicality and cost efficiency. Breast 

ultrasound is a cost-effective, advantageous supplemental 

method for evaluating breast lesions, but remains an 

underutilized tool for visualizing breast microcalcifications. 

MicroPureTM, a technique developed by Toshiba Medical Systems 

Corporation and available on the AplioTM Platinum series, 

enables the use of ultrasound to document and biopsy breast 

calcifications. MicroPure provides a new tool for the management 

of breast calcifications at a time when cost efficiency and test 

effectiveness are being scrutinized. Implementing this technique 

could reduce the overall cost of breast cancer diagnosis and 

potentially change the future course of patient management. 

Current research supports that MicroPure increases the number 

of visualized breast calcifications utilizing ultrasound. Our 

research team at Thomas Jefferson University conducted a 

comparative study from June 2010 to October 2013 to assess 

the efficacy of using MicroPure enhanced imaging. The study, 

approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB), 

enrolled 81 women who underwent targeted scans of suspected 

microcalcific regions, 20 of which were performed after their 

mammogram identified microcalcifications, and 61 women 

scheduled for surgical excision or image-guided biopsy of 

microcalcific areas. The Aplio Platinum scanner (Toshiba) with 

a 14 MHz broad-bandwidth linear array was utilized, and the 

Twin View option displayed grayscale and MicroPure images 

simultaneously. Cine clip images were evaluated by four readers. 

Mammography was used as a reference, and assessment of 

MicroPure images were scored for quality and number of 

microcalcifications visualized. 

It was concluded that MicroPure enhanced images, visualized 

more calcifications than grayscale ultrasound and were in good 

agreement with the comparative mammographic images. 

Based on the confirmed ability of MicroPure to delineate 

microcalcifications from surrounding breast tissue, it was 

surmised that MicroPure would be beneficial as an ultrasound-

guided tool for biopsy. To validate, Thomas Jefferson University 

researchers performed four MicroPure ultrasound-guided 

biopsies of breast lesions. The initial promising results concluded 

that the performing radiologist had confidence in the MicroPure 

images and the procedure duration was comparable to 

traditional ultrasound-guided biopsies. Figure 1 demonstrates a 

successful MicroPure enhanced ultrasound-guided biopsy.
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Figure 1. MicroPure enhanced ultrasound-guided biopsy. The needle 
(arrow) is seen within the center of the mass, amidst a cluster of 
calcifications (star).

Figure 2. Post-surgical MicroPure-enhanced image of a breast 
specimen

1 Sg2 Technology Guide: Breast Imaging Technology. 2015.



There are many patient advantages to performing ultrasound-

guided biopsies in lieu of stereotactic procedures. Namely, 

ultrasound does not use radiation, demonstrates improved 

real-time needle position control, provides accessibility to 

difficult regions and improves patient comfort. Traditionally, 

ultrasound-guided biopsies are performed on breast lesions; by 

implementing MicroPure, Toshiba has potentially broadened the 

use of breast ultrasound-guided procedures to include biopsies 

of microcalcifications. Figure 2 shows specimen images of an 

80-year-old female who, after a failed stereotactic biopsy attempt, 

underwent surgical excision of her breast calcifications. Post-

surgical MicroPure images prominently displayed the patient’s 

calcifications, retrospectively raising the possibility of changing 

this patient’s management of care. 

As the United States healthcare industry experiences a 

dramatic reform, breast imaging specifically is facing major 

reimbursement cuts, including stereotactic breast biopsies. The 

outcome of this effect is yet to be determined, but according 

to the American College of Radiology, the results are expected 

to have a profound effect on patient care management. 

Some experts fear that patients will have limited access to or 

a reduction of breast services as a result of reimbursement 

loss. In 2013, Thomas Jefferson Breast Imaging Center (TJUBIC) 

performed 223 stereotactic breast biopsies at an average 

payment of $640.00. The possibility of converting a percentage 

of stereotactic procedures to MicroPure ultrasound-guided 

exams should be considered a fiscally responsible strategy. The 

estimated potential cost savings, based on 2013 TJUBIC statistics, 

are outlined in Table 1.

 

MicroPure exists at a time when healthcare institutions are 

challenged with balancing patient services and fiscal losses. 

Toshiba has addressed these issues by developing a practice 

that is alternative to traditional stereotactic biopsy methods. To 

fully understand the capabilities of MicroPure, further testing 

is encouraged. However, early results support the efficacy of 

MicroPure. Future application of this tool will have a profound 

effect on patient care and our ever-changing healthcare 

environment. 
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Table 1. Estimated potential cost savings generated by converting 15 percent, 30 percent, 45 percent and 60 percent 
of patients from stereotactic to ultrasound-guided biopsies.
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